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Making the Learners’ Experience Visible

Leg #1: Macro Data

“Satellite Data”

Illuminate Patterns 
● NWEA
● CAASPP
● STAR
● SBAC

Leg #2: Internal 
Assessments

“Map Data”

Identify Skill Gaps
● Unit tests
● Site-based 

projects or 
portfolios

● Writing rubrics
● Surveys

Leg #3: Formative 
Data

“Street Data” 

Understand mindsets, 
experiences, feelings, 
and misconceptions 
● Self- reflections
● Conversations and 

interviews
● Observations
● Work samples

Adapted from Shane Safir & Jamila Dugan’s Street Data, p.55



The 5 Tenets 
of Using Data 
to Uncover 
Student 
Learning

1. Everything is data.

2.  Data is social and emotional.

3.  Data should be asset-based.

4.  Focus on the individual 
      learner.

5.  Reflecting on data in 
community drives equitable 
change.



Satellite Data: Historical Context
Article: Intelligence Under Racial Capitalism: From Eugenics to Standardized Testing and Online 
Learning

● Francis Galton defined the term Eugenics in 1883 to mean well born or good stock- 
breeding out undesirable characteristics from the human population.

❏ “Intelligence testing was helping to prevent the contamination of our racial stock 
by turning back feeble minded immigrants…at Ellis Island terms for migrants 
included idiot, imbecile, moron.”

❏ “The quest to pin down intelligence has always served imperial and capitalist 
institutions by producing such hierarchies of human worth. Appeals to intelligence 
have sanctioned the sterilization, murder, incarceration of those society deems 
disposable, notably the poor and non-white.”

https://monthlyreview.org/2022/09/01/intelligence-under-racial-capitalism-from-eugenics-to-standardized-testing-and-online-learning/
https://monthlyreview.org/2022/09/01/intelligence-under-racial-capitalism-from-eugenics-to-standardized-testing-and-online-learning/


Satellite Data: Historical Context

Article: Intelligence Under Racial Capitalism: From Eugenics to Standardized Testing and Online 
Learning

❏ “Capitalism exploits difference to generate profits and in the process violently 
produces more difference. Intelligence provides another axis of difference, another 
way to sustain the loop of racial capitalism.”

❏ When it comes to intelligence…the student’s SAT score depends on his intelligence; 
intelligence is either low or high and the grade depends on both this supposed 
intelligence and the course’s apparent difficulty, which is designated either easy or 
hard.”

https://monthlyreview.org/2022/09/01/intelligence-under-racial-capitalism-from-eugenics-to-standardized-testing-and-online-learning/
https://monthlyreview.org/2022/09/01/intelligence-under-racial-capitalism-from-eugenics-to-standardized-testing-and-online-learning/


Considerations Through an Equity Lens

❏ Mental Mindsets

● Growth Mindset

● Asset-based language and descriptors

● Multiple Indicators, including student and family voice

❏ Discourse I vs. Discourse II







Sample Feedback from Transportation Inquiry



Sample Feedback from Transportation Inquiry



Sample Feedback from BSN Listening Sessions

Inquiry Question: What is a goal you have for your child?  

Senior Parents
Parent 1- really happy with all the changes that X has made. He 
wants to continue. Now that he’s a senior, they are seeing a lot of 
growth in X. Parent’s goal is for him to continue, to go to college and 
graduate, to know that he can do it. 

Parent 2 -X has made so many of his goals that mom had for him. He 
has really come a long way. He’s so much happier, so much more 
mature, he’s finally driving. Maybe a goal would be for X to figure 
out what he wants to do after he graduates. 

Parent 3- I have a few goals
1. For X to come to school when he needs to. 
2. He starts driving, to get him to be safe. He’s always doing 
whatever he wants, but I tell him to please be safe. 
3. Life after high school. He has discussed several ideas but I want 
him to keep exploring and talking about it. 

Junior & Sophomore Parents
Parent 1- didn’t expect to be here, thought things were going 
well at RHS, but she hit a rough patch
Anxiety is the overwhelming factor
Glad she is getting back into the rhythm of school

Parent 2 - X struggles with anxiety.
She already feels relieved and engaged.
Likes smaller school atmosphere.
Feels like she can succeed here.

Parent 3 - X had a ton of anxiety at their home school
Goals - be happier, find her passion, enjoy the learning 
process, feel like she doesn’t have to fit into a preconceived 
idea. Dad is very happy about the ratio of teacher to students 
here. X is enjoying classes and is in a 180 degree shift from 
RHS



Staff Observations about BSN Street Data

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xcKpe2EieeFFLj5_DF4xzd9Z-E08hxejmfh6E1KtnWs/edit?usp=sharing
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“ When we acknowledge that teaching 
is uncertain work, classroom-based 
data that tells us what is happening 
for our learners becomes essential for 
understanding the impact of our 
practice.

–Lead by Learning playbook
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